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Our Belco El Salvador branch is celebrating its first anniversary! It has been an intense year, rich 
in positive experiences for the whole team. Gabriela and Rodrigo’s expertise, field knowledge and 
integration have been essential in strengthening our first year of business. It has also been a learning 
experience from various perspectives, as we’ve been the first witnesses of how our reputation has 
grown in the region. We’ve worked hard to get this branch working at full capacity, for the benefit of 
the producers we work with, our colleagues and our customers. 

It's a region with a rich biodiversity. Each country of origin offers a wide range of very different cup 
profiles, depending on what you seek. While it’s true that our number one focus will always be quality, 
we want to give these coffees greater value, which has pushed us to go even further and become very 
demanding in terms of traceability and the impact on nature and coffee producing communities. 

We’re spending more and more time on production cost analysis. First, to assign coffee a more rea-
listic economic value, and second to get a broader picture of individual contexts, as the social impact 
is always greater when focusing on small-scale production.

Last year, we launched and tracked new projects that support producers with creative ideas, and with 
quality training and tools to arrive at better profiles. 

We began with the Torogoz Project in northwest El Salvador. Through good planning and technical 
training and by providing immediate feedback on sensory evaluations of their coffees, farmers have 
gained new expertise and skills, and we’re proud to now count them among our current panel of cof-
fee producers. Read on and you’ll find an article that will help you better understand and experience 
this project. 

Our office has worked hard this year to source a wide variety of coffees, mostly of consistent qua-
lity and available in growing volumes. The complexities behind each experience have spotlighted an 
incredible creativity on the part of our producers to continually renew themselves and respond to 
the needs of the specialty coffee market. Roasters are gradually resuming visits of producers at origin, 
and we remain convinced that, through our mission, these connections will inevitably lead to greater 
industry transparency and traceability.

Happy reading!

Marjorie  |  BELCO El Salvador Branch Manager
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BELCO SOURCING

WHAT’S UP?

LIVE MY LIFE

IN THE MOOD FOR A GAME

•   The trade fair season is declared open!   
•   This is Elsa and Rémi, our new interns!

•   Hello Jean, Quality Manager at Belco

•   Guess which terroirs are hidden  
behind each cup profile  

ART OF COFFEE

•   Project: Torogoz - Morazán region,  
El Salvador

•  Women Coffee by Belco

•   “How to...” by Laure : The Cold Brew
•   The perfect camper's kit: our selection  

for your summer holidays
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by Rodrigo Guevara  |  Field engineer for the Belco El Salvador Branch

MORAZÁN REGION,  
EL SALVADOR

Project
TOROGOZ

A project aimed  
at promoting the 
“Cacahuatique” appellation,  
a unique alternative  
for people seeking  
high-quality coffees  
with a unique history. 
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The coffee industry bears witness to local history. Although a victim  
of conflict and despite growing at a distance from the major cities,  
it typifies the best the terroir has to offer: an environment ideally suited  
to coffee production, a welcoming, charismatic population, and the value  
of investing in what is right to improve quality and unlock the full potential  
of the coffee’s unique characteristics.

The Cacahuatique designation of origin is a unique alternative  
for people seeking high-quality coffees with a unique history.

HOW DID THE TOROGOZ PROJECT COME ABOUT? 
The Torogoz project was born of Belco El Salvador’s desire to assess,  
support and promote the potential of this coffee-producing region while  
at the same time giving it a new lease of life.

It is a project made possible by a partnership with the ACOPADEM  
(Cooperative Association of Agricultural Production for the Development  
of Morazán) and AGRANCE (partner of ACOPADEM) cooperatives.

BUT WHAT DOES TOROGOZ MEAN?  
The Torogoz (Eumomota superciliosa) has been the national bird of El 
Salvador since 1999 and can be seen in all parts of the country. It is a bird that 
in the morning and in the evening shows its plumage of particular beauty, it is 
often confused with the Talapo (Momotus momota) because of its bright colours 
and pendulum-shaped tail. Essential to the balance of the forests and coffee 
plantations, it feeds mainly on insects, small reptiles and fruits. It is a relief 
to know that according to the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of 
Nature), it is classified as minor and stable concern on the list of threatened birds. 
Its song is a real emblem in the Salvadoran coffee plantations.

There are six mountain ranges in El Salvador that produce coffee:
The Alotepec-Metapan, EI Balsamo-Quezaltepec, Apaneca-Ilamatepec, 
Chinchontepec, Tecapa-Chinameca chains, and finally the 
Cacahuatique mountain range, which covers the departments  
of San Miguel and Morazán in the northeast of the country.

The name Cacahuatique means “hill of the cocoa orchards”, it is 
derived from the Mayan language which dates from pre-Columbian 
times. The Lenca people have traditionally grown cocoa, fruit trees 
and coffee there, but the armed conflicts of the civil war (1980-1992), 
which deprived the region of labour, and more recently the ravages  
of rust have taken their toll on coffee production. The mountain 
range currently produces just 4% of national yield.

HISTORICAL  
& GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

The torogoz is the  

national bird of El Salvador
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HOW DID THE PROJECT DEVELOP?   

Engineer Marjorie Canjura, who manages 
our Belco El Salvador branch, established  
a precise schedule to ensure successful 
project completion.

First, the team held an event in the Cerro 
Cacahuatique area, covering the towns  
of Delicias de Concepción, Osicala and  
San Simón, to which they invited 25 potential 
producers from the eastern and northern 
regions. This meeting, organised in Osicala 
by engineer Edilberto Guevara, served to 
present the philosophy of Belco and the way 
the company works with small producers.

Twenty of the farmers present at the meeting 
are now involved in the project.

The second step involved quality training 
for growers on how to harvest, select and 
manage cherries for the fully-washed 
process. The training took place over  
two days, with one session held in the  
north and the other in the east of the  
Cerro Cacahuatique area, where the 
country’s fully-washed process originated.

THE THIRD VISIT CONSISTED OF THREE TRAINING SESSIONS:

#1 :  HANDLING WASHED COFFEES IN THE DRYING PHASE 

#2 : QUALITY PARAMETERS FOR STORING COFFEE IN PARCHMENT 

#3 :  KEY PARAMETERS FOR BUILDING DRYING TABLES

Edilberto gave the training to farm workers at the ACOPADEM 
mill and to the president of ACOPADEM, Leda Adalinda de Mata.

OUR BELCO COMMITMENT 
Belco’s involvement has gone beyond human investment.  
As part of the Torogoz project, Belco has donated $4,125  
for the construction of 40 raised beds to improve coffee 
drying. We have also distributed “producer kits” to the workers 
managing the ACOPADEM mill. Each kit contained 2 moisture 
meters, 2 thermometers, 2 refractometers and 2 pH meters.  
We have also trained producers in the use and impacts  
of these tools, to help them monitor and improve the quality  
of their drying processes and production.

Distribution of producers  
kits and trainingPresentation of our philosophy

and how Belco works with small 
producers
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Instinctively, these kits are encouraging farmers  
to become more actively involved in coffee growing  
and to pass their new knowledge on to their colleagues.  

On the last day, we visited the new Las Quebradas  
crop reception facilities in the department of Morazán, 
where we saw various local producers bringing their 
coffee in and assessing crop quality using a cerezometer.

HOW DOES THE CEREZOMETER WORK?

#1 :  A SMALL SAMPLE IS TAKEN FROM ALL THE BAGS 
brought in by producers. These samples are placed  
in a container and mixed up.

#2 :  THE CHERRIES ARE THEN DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT 
THE CROP QUALITY TABLE, which contains 50 holes  
(1 coffee cherry in each hole).

#3 :  THE COFFEE IS SORTED INTO THREE GROUPS: 
- Green cherries: 1 green cherry = 1 defect 
- Half-ripe cherries: 2 half-ripe cherries = 1 defect 
- Ripe cherries = good harvest quality

Producers receive a premium for a high-quality crop.  
The percentage of defects must not exceed 5%,  
otherwise the producer is required to take measures  
to improve their selective picking of cherries.

AND THE RESULT IN THE CUP? 
The resulting blend of coffees, obtained from all  
the producers involved in the Torogoz project, attains 
scores ranging between 83 and 84. It’s really very good!

It is a Terroir coffee, leaving the door open for  
our Estate and Microlot ranges in the future!

The Cerezometer: sample 

spread across the quality 

table of the harvest.

Training on the use  
of the refractometer

RANGE TERROIR 83+
Salvador - Morazan - Blend - TOROGOZ



14 15WHAT’S IT LIKE BEING A  
FEMALE COFFEE PRODUCER?

Women play a crucial role in the specialty coffee industry, as in all agricultural 
sectors. They contribute actively to life on the farm and account for over 70% of field 
labour (harvests, sorting cherries, etc.).Yet only 10% are entrepreneurs, and just 20% 
are landowners... and that includes joint ownership with spouses.Many studies show 
that increasing the income of women producers has a direct and positive impact on 
children’s education and home comfort. It’s why we’ve decided to support these female 
producers, by identifying their coffees with a dedicated logo. Through this logo, we hope 
to promote and spotlight those of our coffees produced by women, or by cooperatives 
that show recognition for their work. It is neither a label nor a certification, simply an 

initiative close to our hearts to support their efforts.

So it’s a good time to discover some of our WOMEN COFFEES, and to order 
stickers to help them stand out in your shops and on your websites. 

KETIARA, a women’s 
cooperative on the island of 
Sumatra

FINCA LA LEONA, Colombia

Ketiara means “success” in the Gayo 
language, which definitely applies to this 
90% female cooperative. 

Coffees: HATHI and SHERE KHAN

Laura Enciso took over her family’s 43-hectare farm 
(including 25 hectares of coffee) in 2019, in a country 
where you rarely see a woman at the head of a farm.
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FINCA SANTA MARIA,  
region of Santander in Colombia

GENET SEIFU,  
Jimma Ethiopia

MULHERES DO CAPARAO, Brazil

COMSA, Honduras

MUSASA COOPERATIVE,  
Rwanda

Found near the town of Aratoca, this farm is owned  
by Oscar Daza but run entirely by women, from picking  
to processing, hence its Manos de Mujeres certification.

This natural coffee, which comes 
straight from the Limmu Kossa  
terroir, near the village of Wolensu,  
is produced by Genet Seifu.  
She grows the 74110, 74140 and  
74145 varieties on 100 hectares  
of land under forest cover.

Mulheres do Caparaó is a group of five female producers 
created by Josimar Sodré. Having decided that specialty 
coffee was their best bet for the future, they began 
transitioning to specialty coffee on their farms.  
Organic certification is currently underway. Go girls!

You’ll have already heard of COMSA! Café Organico  
de Marcala has a good understanding of coffee 
growing in general and of sustainable farming. 
It provides training and support for producers 
transitioning to organic farming, creates Montessori 
schools for children, etc. Its 700 producers include 
some emblematic women, including Miriam Elisabeth 
Perez and Maria Zelaya.

A perfect example of a socially-responsible 
cooperative, made up of 90% women.
They treat process water, sort waste, distribute 
free shade trees to reforest plots, provide 
financial aid for women producers through 
the creation of farmers savings accounts, etc. 
Once the harvest is over, the women make local 
handicrafts from woven sisal which they sell  
at the cooperative. What about the Musasa Milk 
project? The cooperative has given each female 
producer a cow to fertilise fields and diversify 
incomes with sales of fresh milk... killing two 
birds with one stone.

Coffee: GREENGO
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Art of Coffee, or the art of mastering preparation  
methods that reveal your coffee’s full worth.
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Spring is returning, and with it the pleasure of enjoying a cold brew! 
Here we reveal our iced solutions and recipes for making a single 

bottle or large volumes. A cold brew offers the advantage  
of being particularly simple and quick to prepare – plus you can keep 

it in the fridge for a few days after extraction! 

THE COLD BREW

" How to...”
by Laure

Hario
COLD BREW BOTTLE 

Hario, the home cold brew best-seller, has added some new pop 
colours to its family of bottles.  
Recommended coffee: a natural Kenyan type "Nyeri - Tangathi 
- Wanjairu Estate - Alex Mwangi - UW" 
(and it’s cupping season too!)

1/ Place the coffee in the filter

2/ Pre-infuse for 1 minute with 100 g of hot water (to moisten evenly)

3/  Fill with the remaining water and close the bottle. I like to stir the bottle well 3 or 4 times. 

You can leave it to brew at room temperature (8 to 12 hours) or in the fridge  
(12 to 16 hours) depending on your desired profile (the extraction temperature 
will affect the result in the cup).

Ratio: 1:12

Infusion time: between  
8 and 12 hours  

in full immersion

Coffee: 60 g 

Water: 750 g
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Cold 
brew 
tonic

Toddy is the perfect solution  
for preparing large volumes of cold brew 
for your coffee shop this summer! 

Our ultra-simple recipe 
- Some ice cubes
- 1/3 cold brew 
- 2/3 tonic (top-quality!)
-  Citrus peel to decorate the edge of your drink:  

orange, lemon, yuzu, etc. 

Why not shake things up a bit with a cascara cold 
brew? This dried, certified organic cherry pulp  
straight from Hacienda la Pradera (Comuneros,  
Santa Maria) and available in the summer months  
is delicious as a cold brew! 

by Caroline Noirbusson, French Champion
brewer's cup 2018 and bartender at Divine, Paris

Ingredients
- 4cl cold brew coffee
- 3cl Clairin Sajous Haitian rum
- 1cl Smith and Cross Jamaican rum
- 1.5cl house orgeat
- 1.5cl Dry Curaçao (orange liquor)
- 1.5cl banana liquor
- 3 dash of orange bitter

Cold brew recipe:
1/  Brew 120g of coarsely ground coffee 

in 1 L of filtered water for 20 hours.
2/  Use pure for the cocktail, or dilute  

to 1/5th for drinking as such!

Recommended coffee:  
a natural Ethiopian  

type "Guji - Q1 - Shakisso - Dambi Uddo  
Gatama - UW, BIO, Forest Coffee"

Water:  
11.2 litres

Coffee:  
2 kg 

Infusion time: between 12 and 
24 hours in full immersion

LARGE VOLUMES OF COLD BREW

Toddy

1/ Insert the filter into the brewing container. 
2/ Pour 2 kg of ground coffee into the filter. 
3/  Slowly pour 11.2 litres of cool water into the open filter, 

making sure to saturate all the coffee grounds.
4/ Tie the filter bag closed with the string provided. 
5/  Tie the string about 8 cm from the top of the filter bag,  

to allow enough space for the coffee to move around.
6/ Leave to brew for 12 to 24 hours.
7/  After brewing, drain the concentrate into airtight  

storage jugs.
8/  Close the tap and leave for another  

15 to 30 minutes.
9/  Decant the rest of the concentrate  

and refrigerate. Makes about 8 litres.  

Have fun trying out some signature cocktails – cold brew coffee pairs 
beautifully with cordials, citrus juice and flower infusions.

COLD BREW COFFEE  
IS FUN AND CREATIVE! 

Watch our Toddy  
tips on video 

Hario  
Cold brew 

bottle
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Accessories are adapting to our new 
lifestyles, so that you can make  
your coffee on the move, on holidays  
or while hiking. They also respond  
to the trend to reduce the use  
of disposable items (cups, etc.).  
From thermos jugs to complete  
extraction kits, discover the art  
of coffee to go... with you!

1 - ATMOS 450 G
FELLOW
Ref: FELLOW_ATMOS-B-16 (Noir)  
Ref: FELLOW-ATMOS-W-16 (Blanc) 

2 - AERGRIND
Made by Knock 
Ref: KNOCK_AERGRIND

3 - COPPER MEASURING SPOON
HARIO 
Ref: HARIO_M-12CP

4 - SMART SCALES V2
BREWISTA 
Ref: BREWISTA_BCPOF5M10

5 - 123 GO
TIMEMORE
Ref: TME_70TGD013AA013

6 - GO
AEROPRESS
Ref: AEROPRESS_GO

7 - ZERO
TRINITY
Ref: TRINITY_ZERO

8 - PO
ESPRO
Ref: ESPRO_5116C-19BL

9 - DRIPPER
KALITA
Ref: KALITA_05033

10 - BREWER
TRICOLATE
Ref: TRICOLATE_BREWER

11 - THERMOS
Miir
Ref: MIIR_402873

12 - CUP
CIRCULAR&CO
Ref: CIRCULAR-12OZ-CFB (bleu)
Ref: CIRCULAR-8OZ-CHG (vert) 

13 - MUG CARTER
Fellow 
Ref: Fellow FELLOW_1209PNK12 (Rose) 
Ref: FELLOW_1209BLU12 (Bleu) 

14 - CAMP CUP 
Miir
Ref: MIIR_402648 (bleu canard)
Ref: MIIR_402652 (bleu clair)
Ref: MIIR_402651 (rose) 

THE PERFECT  

CAMPER'S KIT 
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LIVEmy life
 YOUR JOB AT BELCO IN JUST A FEW WORDS? 
Quality Manager. 

 WHAT DOES QUALITY MEAN AT BELCO? 
There are seven people at Belco – agronomists, 
Q Graders and roasters – working to maintain 
a quality coffee value chain from A to Z. By 
improving our understanding of the different 
steps, from bean genetics to sorting, 
from agroforestry to roasting, we 
can target areas for improvement 
and guarantee a quality product 
for our customers. We apply a 
continuous quality improvement 
approach, which involves learning 
and constant communication with 
our partner producers, rather than 
simply quality control. 

 WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST ISSUES YOU  
 FACE IN YOUR WORK RIGHT NOW? 
Scientific research in the coffee 
industry has always focused on 
increasing production in an industrial context. 
At Belco, we see quality and traceability as 
essential growth drivers for producers, a 
means of optimising their terroir. While the 
overproduction logic meets global demand, it’s 
important to also spotlight the different skills and 
educate the public on the quality and complexity 
of this product.

 YOUR BEST COFFEE MEMORY? 
My first caffeine overdose.

 A GREAT DAY IN QUALITY? 

8:45 a.m. I arrive at Belco, take a quick shower after 
my bike ride, and a coffee with my colleagues. 
A natural coffee to wake myself up. Then a brief 
update with the team on the work ahead and 
current projects. Klasik Beans will receive organic 
certification next year, which is great news! 

AN ANECDOTE YOU’D LIKE TO SHARE?
I’d rather you came to the lab for a good coffee instead

11 a.m. Cupping: Some Ethiopian coffees have 
arrived with two new products. So we invite our 
colleagues to the cupping and slurp together. 
We’re all graded, although of course Jérémy 
likes to show off with his “Chinese star anise” 
type descriptors! We enter the coffees in our 
software and accept them, so they’re available for 
sale. Then it’s up to our sales reps to do their job. 

12:30 p.m. Time for a bit of shopping 
with Valentin to prepare a decent meal 
for our colleagues, then a quick game 
of table tennis. Our veteran, Michael, 
has quite a talent, I’ve got to admit! 

2 p.m. Back to work. Cupping with a 
passing customer, and a presentation 
of our quality protocol. Moisture, 
water activity, UV radiation, screening, 
defects, cupping, etc.
Now that harvesting has ended in 
Colombia, it’s time for a progress 
report. What’s the outcome this year? 

How can we improve? Which producers need to do 
better? Lots of questions and a conclusion: drying 
is an essential step and deserves more attention. 
Which gives us an idea for a new project... 

4 p.m. Jasmine tea with Jeannette, our queen 
of infusions, before a meeting with our branch 
quality managers for a brief update on ongoing 
projects and visits to producers. 

5 p.m. A minor argument in the lab over the 
defects of a cherry. 

That’s it, time to head home? Nope, not quite, the 
sales staff are pressuring us about some coffees 
that have not arrived yet.

6:30 p.m. Everyone meets at Effet Papillon, the craft 
brewery adjacent to Belco, to discuss fermentation. 
A fine evening in perspective...

with Jean Etchats  
Quality Manager at Belco

If I were...

 AN ORIGIN
Ethiopia ! 

YOUR DEFINITION OF SPECIALTY COFFEE?
The SCA created this term,  
and they don’t need my help! 

.  

 YOUR HIDDEN TALENT?
I can do a pirouette on skis.

A  PROCESS 
Fully washed or natural,  

not too fermented

A  VARIETY 
Pink Bourbon  

(What on earth is that…?  
Find out in our next mag!)

 A METHOD 
Chemex 
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THE TRADE FAIR SEASON  

IS DECLARED OPEN!   
We'll see you from 14 to 16 May for the Paris Café Festival at Paris CentQuatre   

And from 23 to 25 June in Milan, for the World of Coffee.   
The opportunity to taste unique coffees, to share with you our sourcing projects  

of the year and to let you meet our field teams! 

We are sending them for 6 months to the 
north of Colombia, in the region of Santander, 
to realize their “agrarian diagnosis”, the end 
of study internship of the AgroParisTech 
school. 

They will draw up a complete portrait of this 
region, helping us to understand the history 
of its agricultural development and the place 
of coffee cultivation in it. A step back in 
time to understand the current challenges of 
Santander’s producers. 

Here the coffee growers are used to maintain 
the farms under shade, a rare fact in 
Colombia. Elsa and Remi will take advantage 
of this local specificity to help us to consider 
the environmental, economic and social 
issues related to the production of coffee in 
agroforestry. 

We will of course keep you informed 
of their trip, but to follow them more 
closely it is here:. @kafe_kreme

THIS IS ELSA AND RÉMI,  
OUR NEW INTERNS!

14 to 16 May
@Paris

23 to 25 June
@Milan
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IN THE MOOD 
FOR A GAME

FLORAL, HONEY,
ABRICOT

A

PEANUT, 
CARAMEL, CACAO

B

TOMATO,  
APPLE,
LEMON

C

PEPPER,
CLOVE,

TOBACCO

D

ALMOND,  
HAZELNUT, 
RED FRUITS

E

FLORAL,
FRESH MINT,
LEMONGRASS
CANE SUGAR

F

Réponses    A3  / B2  /  C1  /  D6  /  E5  /  F4

1
KENYA
Nyeri

2
BRAZIL

Minas Gerais

3
ETHIOPIA

Yrgacheffe

4
COLOMBIA

Tolima

5
EL SALVADOR
Ilamatepec

6
INDONESIA

Java

GUESS WHICH TERROIRS ARE HIDDEN  
BEHIND EACH CUP PROFILE  
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